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Aula Live
Portable live broadcasting studio

Aula Live portable live broadcasting studio,focusing on the ideas of multi-station, high picture quality, 
easy connection, fast setting and integration, such a set of solution of live broadcasting system that 
can be operated by one person is designed. Create the concept of "the broadcast room in the back-
pack“.

Includes customized configuration of professional optical lens, image sensor and processing engine, 
supporting 2K and wide color gamut image level film and television grade small cameras; The 
specially designed compact and portable broadcast guide platform can support power supply and 
access for all cameras, and complete professional production capabilities such as network video 
stream fusion, sound mixing, graphic and text packaging, image cutting background replacement, 
horizontal and vertical screen switching and multi-channel push stream.

In particular, the simple and quick layout, single point power supply, low power consumption, simple 
connection and other characteristics tailored for non-professional users, and the professional live 
broadcasting can be turned on anytime and anywhere, will make it very competitive in the market.

Application scenarios: web celebrity live broadcast online education, outdoor activities, game live 
broadcast, medical teaching, video conference, etc.

Seamless switching among cameras.
Multi-image cascade splicing.
Multi-image interaction in one screen.
Free customization of integration scheme.

Multi-channel subtitles, text and imagesuperimposition.
Video and audio playback embedding.
PPT picture gallery.
Green screen matting, virtual background change.

Prompter display with rolling control.
One key switch of horizontal and vertical screen. 
Easy-to-use keyboard control.

4G/5G、WiFi、 Ethernet, all network support.
Simultaneous streaming of RTMP / SRT on 4 platforms.
USB video output(UVC), convenient docking with other  software.
High-quality local recording during live broadcasting.
Hierarchical storage, U disk, SD card, Network NAS, on-board storage, etc.

Product Introduction

Software advantages

Hardware advantages
Industrial design
Aeronautical aluminum housing 
construction
Shark fin passive radiator

SONY Exmor RS
Large aperture F1.3 high light 
quantity

Unique multi-position integrated
architectureCustom 4K optical 
resolution zoom lensIntegrated 
technology of power supply and
data transmissionQuick installation, 
smallvolume and light weight   

Multi-plate low-dispersion distortion-free 
all-glass lens
High purity high transmittance glass
FilterProfessional film and television 
grade ISP image processing technology 
Automatic noise control optimization, 
intelligent photosensitive 




